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Introductions

The hydraulic analysis presented herein was 
performed by Pare Corporation.  Pare is a civil and 
environmental engineering firm with over 50 years of 
experience based out of Lincoln, RI.

The analysis was led by Mr. Timothy P. Thies, P.E. -
Senior Vice President of Pare’s Environmental 
Division.  Mr. Thies has 19 years of industry 
experience performing hydraulic modeling studies for 
water systems across Rhode Island.
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Study 
Purpose

The purpose of the study was to identify how 
wholesale customers utilize Providence Water’s 
transmission and distribution system during three 
demand scenarios – average day demand (ADD), 
maximum day demand (MDD), and peak hour (or max 
hour) demand (PH). 

The wholesale customers are:
• BCWA
• East Providence
• Greenville Water District
• KCWA
• Lincoln
• Smithfield
• Warwick
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Methodology

• Pare utilized Providence Water’s computerized 
hydraulic model to perform this study.

• The model was originally constructed by Pare in 
2011 and updated by Pare in 2020.

• The model was built in Bentley’s WaterGems
software.

• The model was utilized to assist Pare in the back-
tracing analysis and the inch-mile analysis.

• A key input parameter in the model was the draw 
rate, which Pare analyzed outside the model.
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Methodology
(Back-Tracing)

• The process of back-tracing is an iterative process 
where the engineer works backwards through the 
system

• Tracing starts at the wholesale customer 
connection and moves through the system toward 
the source.

• The engineer tracks and logs the total flow and 
wholesale customer flow in each pipe segment.  

• The engineer calculates the split at each node 
where the pipe network splits.

• The engineer follows one leg of the split to the 
source (or to the next split in the pipes).  
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Methodology
(Back-Tracing)

• After one leg is traced back to the source, the 
engineer returns to the original split and works 
through the other pipes in the same manner until 
each pipe split has been traced back to the source.

• As the flow is traced, each pipe segment is flagged 
in the model and assigned to the individual 
wholesale customer.  

• The flagging is used to extract data from the 
model relative to each customer’s flow path.  

• The type of data tracked includes total flow in 
each pipe section, portion of flow that can be 
attributed to each wholesale customer, pipe 
segment length, and pipe segment diameter.
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Methodology
(Back-Tracing)
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Figure 1 – Back-Tracing at Connection



Methodology
(Back-Tracing)
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Figure 2 – Back-Tracing at Pipe Split



Methodology
(Draw Rate 

Analysis)

• When performing the back-tracing, Pare needed 
to assess how much water, in terms of flow rate, 
each wholesale customer draws through 
Providence Water’s pipe network.

• Initially, Pare analyzed meter records to establish 
average day, maximum day, and peak hour 
demands for each wholesale customer.

• When Pare analyzed real-time data (referred to 
SCADA data) to evaluate how wholesale 
customers draw water, we identified that certain 
customers, particularly customers that pump, 
draw water through Providence’s system 
differently than the way those customers consume 
water. 
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Methodology
(Draw Rate 

Analysis)

• For all wholesale customers, consumption varies 
day to day and hour by hour.

• Some wholesale customers draw water through 
Providence’s system at a rate and pattern that 
generally matches their consumption.  

• Other customers, particularly customers that 
pump, draw their water through Providence’s 
system at a rate and pattern that doesn’t match 
their consumption.

• The figures on the next two pages illustrate how 
customers that pump draw water through 
Providence’s system.
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Methodology
(Draw Rate 

Analysis)

Figure 3 – Draw Rate with Single Pump
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Methodology
(Draw Rate 

Analysis)

Figure 4 – Draw Rate with Dual Pump
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Methodology
(Draw Rate 

Analysis)

• Understanding how each customer draws its 
water through Providence Water’s pipe network 
allows us to be more precise in our analysis of the 
pipe infrastructure that each customer utilizes.

• For this analysis, Pare utilized “draw rate” in lieu of 
demand. Draw rate provides a more accurate 
assessment how each wholesale customer utilizes 
Providence Water’s infrastructure.

• Each customer’s draw rate on an average day and 
on a maximum day, as well as during a peak hour, 
was applied to the node in the model that 
represents their connection point to Providence.
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Methodology
(Inch-Mile 
Analysis)

• Once the flow path for each customer was 
mapped, it was necessary to quantify how much 
pipe each customer relies on to transport their 
water from the treatment plant to their 
connection.

• Because each system utilizes a different set of 
pipes with varying lengths and diameters, it was 
necessary to quantify the “amount of pipe” each 
wholesale customer uses in consistent way.  

• For example, one customer might use all large 
diameter pipe but very few miles of pipe, while 
another customer might use many miles of small 
diameter pipe.  Which customer uses more pipe?
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Methodology
(Inch-Mile 
Analysis)

• To compare one wholesale customer to another, 
Pare converted all the pipe each customer uses 
into a consistent unit of “inch-miles”.  

• To calculate the inch-miles for each wholesale 
customer, Pare multiplied each pipe segment’s 
length (in miles) by its diameter (in inches).

• Pare then added together the results of all the 
pipe segments for that wholesale customer.  The 
result is a summation of all the transmission and 
distribution pipes that each wholesale customer’s 
flow touches on its way to the wholesale 
connection point.  
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Methodology
(Inch-Mile 
Analysis)

• Understanding that the amount of flow in each 
pipe segment attributed to any one wholesale 
customer varies, anywhere from <1% to 100 
percent, the inch-mile value for each pipe 
segment was pro-rated by the percentage of flow 
that can be attributed to each wholesale 
customer. 

• The resulting summation is a representation of the 
total pipe infrastructure that each wholesale 
customer utilizes when it draws water through 
Providence Water’s system.

• The abbreviated table on the next slide shows an 
example of how inch-miles is calculated.
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Results

• The result of the hydraulic modeling and inch-mile 
analysis are presented in the table on the next 
slide.

• The table provides the total amount of pipe (in 
inch-miles) that each wholesale customer touches 
and the amount of that pipe that each wholesale 
customer utilizes (in inch-miles).
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Issues 
addressed in 

the new COSS

a) Allocation of T&D costs including T&D Labor

b) Allocation of responsibility for Non-Revenue Water

c) Allocation of Unidirectional Flushing

d) Allocation of the Central Operations Facility

e) Allocation Pumping Costs



How was the 
hydraulic 

model data 
used?

1. Used to Address

a) T&D costs including T&D Labor

b) Non-Revenue Water

c) Unidirectional Flushing



What is 
driving the 
impacts?

1. Settlement

a) Assumption: the more volume you use, the 
more infrastructure you use

b) Common assumption used throughout the 
industry

2. Hydraulic Model/New COSS

a) Identify which mains are actually used under 
normal operating conditions. Not necessarily 
aligned with volumes. 

b) Less common, more labor intensive, but more 
accurate in determining use of the system, 
especially for PW

3. Impacts driven by amount of T&D infrastructure 
used relative to amount of water delivered.



Differences 
between new 

COSS and 
Settlement 

COSS

1. T&D Costs

1. Settlement – split between T&D (inch-miles), 
then allocated based on volumes

2. New COSS – allocated based on Inch-Miles

2. Unidirectional Flushing

1. Settlement – same approach as T&D Costs

2. New COSS – allocated based on inch-miles 
<=12” (by individual wholesale customer and 
retail)



Differences 
between new 

COSS and 
Settlement 

COSS

1. Allocation of Non-Revenue Water (Real Losses)

1. Settlement - Split between T&D (length) then 
allocated based on volumes

2. New COSS – allocated based on length of pipe 
(by individual wholesale customer and retail)

2. Allocation of Non-Revenue Water (Flushing)

1. Settlement – Split between T&D (length)

2. Flushing volumes based on length of pipe 
<=12” (by individual wholesale customer and 
retail)



Cost Components

Functional Costs

Units of Service

Cost Distribution to 
Customer Classes

Wholesale Customers

Net Revenue Requirements

Wholesale Customers

Retail Customers

Inch-Miles

New COSS

CTA – Transmission and Distribution

Inch-Miles

Transmission and 

Distribution

(Excluding 

Flushing)

Inch-Miles

<=12”

Inch-Miles

<=12

Unidirectional

Flushing

Settlement

Net Revenue Requirements

Transmission

40%

>12”

Distribution

60%

<=12”

Common to All Retail Only

Base, Max Day, Max 

Hour

HCF (Base), HCF/d 

(Max Day/Hour)

Retail Customers

Base, Max Day, Max 

Hour

HCF (Base), HCF/d 

(Max Day/Hour)


